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Abstract It has been shown in [8,9] that the e-cube or prior-
In this work, we consider deadlock-free routing in Hy- itized dimension routing for hypercubes is deadlock free
percycles which are class of multidimensional graphs since the resources are ordered and there are no cycles. In
used for modeling interconnection networks. Hypercy- ecube, a lower order link cannot be issued unless a higher
cles offer simple routing, incremental expansion, vari- order resource is obtained. If messages are routed in order
able diameter, enhanced fault-tolerance and hence can of decreasing dimension and hence decreasing channel sub-
be tailored specifically to the topology of a particular ap- script, no cycles are formed in the dependency graph and
plication. This paper deals with the hardware imple- the e-cube algorithm is deadlock free.

mentation of a 1.2!lm CMOS chip that implements
deadlock preventing routing. The chip consists of about Similar approaches have been devised for k-ary n-
20,000 transistors and has an expected throughput of 20 cubes in which virtual channels [3] are introduced to break
Million decisions per second. circular dependencies preventing deadlocks. Backtracking

strategies [1,10] avoid deadlocks by retry when a path is
blocked. Despite their high throughput for moderate loads,

I. Introduction backtracking methods suffer from excessive thrashing at
heavy loads.

Hypercycles can be considered as products of cir- 1.2 Prioritized dimension Routing
culant graphs and a detailed description of the terrninolo-
gies can be found in [I]. Hypercycles range in complexity In [11], a prioritized dimension routing algorithm
from simple rings to fully connected graphs and are gener- based on ecube circuit switching technique is discussed for
alizations of several popular interconnection networks such a certain class of hypercycles and it is proved that it is dead-
as rings, toruses [2], binary n-cubes, k-ary n-cubes [3] and lock preventing. A category of one dimensional hypercy-
generalized hypercubes [4]. Many properties and algo- cles with diameter 1 (fully connected) and diameter 2 has
rithms used, for instance in routing and processor allocation been proved to fall under e-cube routing in [11].

can be extended to the entire class of hypercycles making it
possible to choose a topology that best suits the system re- Algorithm. .
quirements of a specific class of applications. The ecube ro~tln~ proc~s as follo:,s: R?utlng from a

source to destinatiOn node IS accomplished In order of de-

11 Deadlock-F R tO creasing dimension. Given an n-dimensional hypercycle,
o ree OU mg the following priority levels are assigned by definition. Di-

A number of different routing policies have been mension n .ha~ the highest pri?rit~ while dim~nsion I has
introduced for a variety of interconnection networks. Dead- the least ~rlorlty. When a destinatiOn address IS presented,

lock free routin
g al g orithms are rob st a nd .d I " -the algorIthm checks whether the destination has been

u I ea lor mes hed . d sage passing concurrent machines such as the NCUBE, reac In Imen~lo~ I (l=n ...I) b~ com~arlng the source( -

Cosmic cube [5], MARK ill Hypercubes [6] and Intel current) and destination ad.dre~s bits: If I.t.has not, then the

iPSc [7]. In [8
] Da1ly gives a comprehensive discus. next shortest path address In dimension I IS generated. The
, slon on ed dd . h I .d ed b .

deadlock free routing in multiprocessor networks in which comput a. ress I~ t en va I at ased on the available
~e necessary and sufficient conditions for a routing algo- ports and this constl~utes the ne~t po~ address to forward

rltbrn to be deadlock free are ex
plained by means of h -the message; otherwise a break signal IS generated. On the

a c an h h d .fth d ..
nel dependency graph ot er an, I e estlnatlon has indeed been reached in the

jth dimension, routing proceeds in a similar fashion in the
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remainingj dimensions (ofl"wer priority) forj=i-1 ...I till 2.1 Data Path
the source and destination address bits are equalized.

Each of the 19-bit input registers of the router contain the
2. Architecture following data in dimension i, i=4 ...I.

I. Connectivity vector

Designing a simple and testable ASIC is of paramount 2. Source or current address
importance from the stand point of performance and reli- ..
ability. The proposed deadlock-free router chip has been 3. Destination address

designed based on the following assumptions. 4. Population

I. The maximum dimensionality of the chip is 4. 5. Offset of previous dimensions

2. The maximum number of available ports is 16.
The connectivity vector, current address, destination ad-

3. Each dimension can have a maximum population of 15 dress, population and offset are required by each NPG in the

nodes. ith dimension. Each of the above inputs in dimension i is 4-
4. The maximum connectivity in each dimension is 5. bit in length except the connectivity vector which is a 3-bit

number. The 16-bit input register holds the available port
5. The degree of the network cannot exceed 16. address with each bit corresponding to a port. The 8-bit out-

Fig. 1 shows the major functional blocks of the router which put regi~ter latches ~e co~puted output port (5-bit result)
includes the following: along with the followIng signals

.Input Registers (Memory bank) I. Ready -thi.s ~ignal informs the availability of the result

as soon as It IS computed.
Deadlock-Free Router combinational Logic block

2. Ecube- if this line is asserted, it implies that the network
.Output registers conforms to the deadlock-free routing scheme.

Control block 3. Destination Reached -if the source and destination ad-

dress bits match.
The Memory bank consists of four 19-bit registers and one
16-bit register while the output register is 8-bit in length. 4. Wait- this signal signifies a break condition during rout-
The control block provides the necessary timing signals for ing due to the nonflammability of the computed for-

latching the data into the input/output registers and operates warding port.
on a clock with a period of 8ns. The control unit is a simple
2 bit counter that sequences through 4 possible states gener- 3. Operating Modes
ating the appropriate timing signals for operating the chip.

Th .. h ... h d dl k f t Each decision cycle of the Hypercycle router is composed
e main arlt metic UnIts In t e ea oc -ree rou er com-

b.. II .. 11 ed . F. 2 . f of two phases, namelyInationa oglc I ustrat In Ig. .comprIse o : .

f h 4d .I. Load phaseI. Four modules of Ecube decoder, one for each o t e 1-
mensions. 2. Execute phase

2. Four modules of Next Port Generators (NPG). d ha h I . d . h d d dIn the Loa p se, t e router IS lnItia Ize Wit ata nee e

3. Port Selector and Validator. for its operation during system configuration. In this phase,
The ecube-decoder determines whether a given the controller loads the router with information such as the

configuration of a 4-D hypercycle can perform ecube rout- connectivity, current address, destination address, popula-
ing. The NPG computes the shortest path (greedy tion, offset and available ports. Note that the above data is
routing) [I] destination address based on the network con- needed only once during configuration.
figuration and current address. This is incorporated in the
combinational block along with a module for determining In the Execute phase, the data loaded into the router is pro-
the odd-even preference routing[ II ]. The Port selector and cessed and the resulting next port address (if an available
Validator modules then determine a forwarding port based one is found) together with the destination reached or pos-
on the available ports and the prioritized dimension algo- sible break is generated. The router operates on a synchro-
rithm discussed previously. nous mode with the clock, providing a result every 4 clock
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of 4-D Deadlock

free router for Hypercycles.
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Fig. 1. Top view of the deadlock-free router chip

showing the major components.


